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Abstract
Vexillary permutations are very important for the study of Schubert polynomials which are
involved in several areas of mathematics and physics. In this note we determine the number
of n-length vexillary involutions, that is 2143-avoiding involutions, which are equal to their
mirror=complement by establishing a bijection with n-length left factors of Motzkin words. c©
2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Extending works of Demazure [6] and of Bernstein et al. [2], Lascoux and Schutzen-
berger [11] dened remarkable polynomial representatives for Schubert classes in the
cohomology of a ag manifold, which they called Schubert polynomials.
Recently other more combinatorial descriptions have been discovered for the Schubert
polynomials [1,3,4,7,17]. For instance, Stanley [18] showed the relationship existing
between Schubert polynomials and reduced decompositions of elements of Coxeter
groups.
We refer to Macdonald [12] for a complete account on Schubert polynomials and
vexillary permutations.
Vexillary permutations introduced in [11] are exactly permutations which are 2143-
avoiding that is to say permutations which do not contain any subsequence of type
2143. For example, the permutation 3761245 avoids 2143 and so it is vexillary, while
the permutation 352614 is not vexillary because it contains the subsequence 3264 of
type 2143.
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West [19] showed that 2143-avoiding permutations are in bijection with 1234-
avoiding permutations, via generating trees. Therefore, following the work of Gessel
[8], we deduce that the number of n-length vexillary permutations is
2
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n
k
2 3k2 + 2k + 1− n− 2kn
(k + 1)2(k + 2)(n− k + 1) :
These results follow the work of Regev [15], who provided an asymptotic formula
for the number of n-length permutations avoiding the ascending permutation of length
k: 12 : : : k. He also obtained the nice formula
bn=2cX
i=0
 n
2i
 (2i)!
(i + 1)!i!
for the number of n-length 1234-avoiding involutions which therefore are counted by
the Motzkin numbers [13].
Guibert [10] conjectured that the number of vexillary involutions of length n is the
nth Motzkin number.
In this note we do not prove this conjecture (which seems to be not so easy) but
we solve the subproblem of counting vexillary involutions which are equal to their
mirror=complement. We establish a one-to-one correspondence between these permuta-
tions and some words named left factors of Motzkin words, counted by the sequence
M1443 in [16].
A 2n-length vexillary involution  = (1)    (2n) which is equal to its mirror=
complement must satisfy the following properties:
1. ((i)) = i for all 16i62n, that is  is an involution,
2. an index sequence 16i< j<k <l62n such that (j)<(i)<(l)<(k) does
not exist, that is  is vexillary,
3. (i)+(2n+1−i)=2n+1 for all 16i6n, that is  is equal to its mirror=complement.
The representation by means of xed points and cycles of length 2 of such an
involution must be (vertically) symmetric and avoid each of the three following
drawings:
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For example, 67845123 is a vexillary involution which is equal to its mirror=
complement, and its drawing is
On the other hand, 2143 is an involution equal to its mirror=complement but is not
vexillary, 3142 is a vexillary permutation equal to its mirror=complement but is not an
involution, and 132 is a vexillary involution but is dierent to its mirror=complement.
So the ve vexillary involutions which are equal to their mirror= complement of
length 4 are 4321, 1324, 4231, 1234 and 3412.
Theorem 1. The number of vexillary involutions which are equal to their mirror=
complement of length 2n is
nX
i=0
n!
(n− i)!bi=2c!di=2e! ;
satisfying the generating functionp
(1 + x)=(1− 3x)− 1
2
:
We recall that a Motzkin word w dened on the alphabet fa; x; xg is such that
jwjx= jwj x and jw0jx>jw0j x for all w=w0w00; the prex w0 is referred to as a left factor
of Motzkin word. For example, the Motzkin words of length 3 are aaa; ax x; xa x and
x xa, and the ve left factors of Motzkin words of length 2 are aa, xa, ax, xx and x x.
A primitive Motzkin word w is a Motzkin word such that for all w=w0w00 where w0
and w00 are not empty, w0 is not a Motzkin word. For example, the primitive Motzkin
words of length less than or equal to 4 are a; x x; xa x; xaa x and xx x x.
The concept of generating tree was introduced in [5] for the study of Baxter permuta-
tions and later applied to the study of various permutations with forbidden subsequences
by dierent authors (see for example [9,10,14,19]).
Any particular generating tree can be recursively described by a succession system
that is to say a set of succession rules, consisting of the basis which is the label of
the root of the generating tree, and the inductive step that is a set of succession rules
that yields a multiset of labeled children depending on the label of their father.
Proposition 2. The generating trees of both vexillary involutions which are equal
to their mirror=complement and left factors of Motzkin words are described by the
following succession system:8><
>:
(1)
(t)
1
 (1); (t + 1)
2
 (t + 1); (t); : : : ; (2):
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The value of the label (t) in the previous succession system is easy to determine in
both cases.
 Let  be a 2n-length vexillary involution which is equal to its mirror=complement.
The value of t is one plus the number of indices in the rst half of  having
no xed point on their left and not located between the two smaller indices (i.e.
belonging to the rst half of the involution) of a pair of dierent cycles of length 2
linked by the operation of mirror=complement (see the two cases on the following
gure).
So, t=1+ jfj: 8i: 16i6j6n then (i) 6= i and 8(i; k): 16i6j<k6n then (i) 6=
2n+ 1− kgj.
For example, if = 67845123 then t = 1+ jf3gj= 2 because for j= 1 and j= 2
there exists (i; k) = (1; 3) verifying (1) = 6 = 8 + 1 − 3 and for j = 4 there exists
i = 4 verifying (4) = 4.
 Let w be a left factor of Motzkin word then t is equal to one plus the number
of primitive Motzkin words in w. So w = w1w2 : : : wt−1w0; wi being, 16i6t − 1, a
primitive Motzkin and w0 not a primitive Motzkin word. For example, if w= ax xxa
then t = 3 being w1 = a; w2 = x x and w0 = xa.
Note that t>1 because the rst site is always active.
Fig. 1 sketches the generating trees of vexillary involutions which are equal to their
mirror=complement and of left factors of Motzkin words. A generating tree of vexillary
involutions which are equal to their mirror=complement (see Fig. 1) can be constructed
as follows:
 the root of the generating tree is the empty involution whose label is (1);
 let  be a 2n-length vexillary involution which is equal to its mirror=complement
labeled by (t):
{ the involution 1((1) + 1)((2) + 1) : : : ((2n) + 1)(2n + 2) obtained by adding
two xed points on the left and on the right of  is also vexillary and is equal
to its mirror=complement. The label of the new involution is (1) because the only
active site is the rst one;
{ the involution (2n+ 2)((1) + 1)((2) + 1) : : : ((2n) + 1)1 obtained by adding a
cycle of length 2 around  is also vexillary and is equal to its mirror=complement.
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Fig. 1. The generating trees of vexillary involutions which are equal to their mirror=complement and of left
factors of Motzkin words, with their labels (t).
The label of the new involution is (t+1) because all the active sites of  remain
active and a leftmost active site is added;
{ let i be the jth, 16j6t, active site of , 06i6n. The permutation (2n+3− i)
((1)+3)((2)+3) : : : ((i)+3)(2n+4)((i+1)+2)((i+2)+2) : : : ((2n−i)+2)1
((2n+1− i)+1)((2n+2− i)+1) : : : ((2n)+1)(i+2) is a vexillary involution
which is equal to its mirror=complement. It is obtained from  by adding a pair
of dierent cycles of length 2 linked by the operation of mirror=complement such
that the two smaller indexes are 1 and i + 2 in the new involution. Clearly the
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Table 1
Vexillary involutions which are equal to their Left factors of Motzkin words
mirror=complement
Half length n Length
Half number of xed points Dierence between the number
of occurrences of x and x
Number of cycles (i; 2n + 1− i) Number of occurrences of a
Number of pairs of cycles linked by mirror=complement Number of occurrences of x
Number of active sites less one Number of primitive Motzkin words
sites between 2n+3− i and 2n+4 become inactive whereas the other active sites
of  (including the jth) remain active, such as the rst site. So, the label of the
new involution is (t + 2− j).
It is easy to prove that these three steps dene a construction for the vexillary
involutions which are equal to their mirror=complement.
A generating tree of left factors of Motzkin words (see Fig. 1) can be constructed
as follows:
 the root of the generating tree is the empty word whose label is (1);
 let w = w1w2 : : : wt−1w0 be a left factor of Motzkin word labeled by (t):
{ the word xw is a left factor of Motzkin word labeled (1) because it has no
primitive Motzkin word;
{ the word aw is a left factor of Motzkin word labeled (t+1) because one primitive
Motzkin word is added;
{ the word xw1w2 : : : wj xwj+1wj+2 : : : wt−1w0 is a left factor of Motzkin word la-
beled (t+1− j); 06j6t− 1, since we distinguish the primitive Motzkin words:
xw1w2 : : : wj x; wj+1; : : : ; wt−1.
These steps dene a construction for the left factors of Motzkin words, and the
two construction prove together Proposition 2 which proves Theorem 1, on its
turn.
We can directly obtain a left factor of Motzkin word w of length n from a 2n-length
vexillary involution  which is equal to its mirror=complement by proceeding as fol-
lows for all 16i6n:
 if (i) = i then wi = x,
 if (i) + i = 2n+ 1 then wi = a,
 otherwise: if i< 2n+ 1− (i) then wi = x else wi = x.
This bijective process is clearly equivalent to the one obtained by means of the two
constructions.
The established bijection gives the parameter correspondences in Table 1.
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